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This paper reported a statistical study or the amino-
acid sequences of secretory signal peptides. In
particular, it demonstrated that only small, uncharged
residues are allowed in positions —3 and —1 relative
to the site of cleavage between the signal peptide and
the mature protein. This observation served as a basis
for a scheme that predicts the most likely cleavage
site when only the primary sequence of the precur-
sor protein is known. [The Sd® indicates that this
paper has been cited in over 380 publications.1
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Asa graduate student in ties Blontherg’s Re
search Group for Theoretical Biophysics at the
Royal Institute of Technology in Stockholm,
I had one scientifically very fnaitful idea to
brush up my rusty high-school French. A de-
manding teacher made me subscribe to La
Recherche,a French popular-science inaga-
zine. Ripping through its puges one day, I
stumbled across a short piece on protein se-
cretion. It described the classic G. Blobel and
I. Doliberstein paper’ that ~..®.n,otedthe first
full-blown version of the signal hypothesis. A
small figure illustrated the main idea a signal— — cutrand~wul~
location across the .,.~a,th,.neof the endoplas-
mic reticulum (ER). The hyde~Mcsignal
peptide was shown as somehow squeezing
tiwougli a likewise hydro,a&iubic munthrane,
ending up, after cleavage, as a freely soluble
peptide in the lumen of the EL

This didn’t mate sense to me: a
peptide ought to become anchored in the
membrane, most likely with its charged
amino-terminal end remaining in the cyto-
plasm. I later found out that this was the es-
sence of the so-called “loop model.”2 Fortu-
nately, I didn’t know this at the time, or I
would never have been drawn into the field
of protein sosting
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At any rate, this inspired

me to write a paper dealing with the energetics
of a polypeptidechain passing through a lipid
bilayer’

I then got interested in the primary se-
quences of secreted proteins, and a study of
the then-known signal peptides was a fairlyob-
vious step. Again, I didn’t know that this had
been done before on smaller collections of se-
quences,5 and it turned out that my sample
was just the right size for discerning what has
Later become known as the (-3,-1)-rule forthe
cleavage site between the signal peptide and
the mature protein: ouly small, uncharged res-
idues are allowed in positions -3 and -1. As
it happened, an equally well-cited paper’
with essentially the same message was pub-
lished by 0. Perlman and H. Halvorson within
a few weeks of my paper.

The main reason for the many citations is
that genes and cDNAs for secretory proteins
represent a Large proportion of current
DNA-sequencing efforts. The (-3,-1)-s’ule al-
lows one to inalce a reasonehie prediction of
the site of signal p~pddecleavage in such pro-
teiw. If a few thousand i~ protein sequences
are deduced from their DNA sequences per
year, and if, say, 20 percent of these ~.eissW
secretory proteins, and if a good number of
the papers reporting these sequences cite the
(—3,-1).nde,one is bound to end up with quite
a few cvntiineters of kienceCitatfon lndexa
column-space. It is thus simple mass-market
effects, rather than profound insight or
theoretical sophistication, that marks the
success ofthis CkMion C1~.As for a moral,
I guess that the story underlines the well-
documented importance of Ignorance and
French in all scientific work.
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